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6th Semester Regular / Back Examination 2016-17 

PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY 
BRANCH: BIOTECH 

Time: 3 Hours 

Max Marks: 70 

Q.CODE: Z187 
Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
  
  
Q1  Answer the following questions: (2 x 10) 

 a) What is GURT?  

 b)  Which  type  of  culture  system  mostly  used  for  production  of  plants  that  are 

homozygous for all traits ?  

 

 c) What are symmetric and asymmetric hybrids?  
 d) Name two viruses used for gene transfer in plants?   
 e) Which plant hormone used for inducing morphogenesis in plant tissue culture?  
 f) What do you mean by disarming of Ti plasmid?  
 g) _________  is  a  cell  based  technology  that  combines  two  cells  without  cell 

walls from different species. 

 

 h) First field test were conducted on which genetically altered organism?  

 i) Resistance  to  herbicide  glyphosphate  in  transgenic  plant  is  brought  about  by 

over production of ____________? 

 

 

 j) Hydrated synthetic seeds which are produced by ion exchange reaction involve 

mixing the somatic embryos in a solution of  ___________. 

 

 

    
Q2  Write short notes on                                (5+5) 

 a. Production of secondary metabolites in culture 

 

 

 b. Bergmann’s cell plating technique  
    

Q3  What  is  micropropagation?  Describe  the  technique  of  micropropagation  and 

discuss its different possible uses?              

                                                                                          

(2+8) 
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Q4  Describe the common culture  media used  for plant tissue culture and discuss 

the  role  of  different  constituents  of  these  media?    How  will  you  make  the 

choice of a medium and prepare it in the laboratory?          

(10) 

    
Q5  Difference between (5x2) 

 a) a) Batch culture and Continuous culture?     
 b) b) Totipotency and Plasticity                                                                                     (5) 
    

Q6 a) Describe the available methods for isolation and purification of protoplasts 

 
(5) 

 b) How  can  protoplast  fusion  be  used  for  substitution  of  the  nucleus  from  one 

species to another? 
      (5) 

    
Q7 a) Describe  the  structure  of  Ti  plasmid  with  particular  emphasis  on  T-DNA 

structure?  

(5) 

 b) What is direct gene transfer? Under what circumstances and in which class of 

organisms is this technique most useful. 

(5) 

    
Q8  Write short notes on (any two) (5 x 2) 

 a) Agroinfection  
 b) Bt genes (Cry)  
 c) Molecular farming  
 d) Embryo rescue  
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